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I’ve made over $30 million dollars from betting on sports over the
years. My success has made one of the biggest and winningest sports
bettors of all time.
Since the 1990's, I've wagered hundreds of millions of dollars on sports,
turning a $1,000 starting bankroll into tens of millions of dollars using a
parlay and Round Robin approach that take relatively small amounts of
replenishable money and run them up to immense gains.
To this day, I still bet up to millions of dollars a month on my picks. I
show all of my betting tickets on the website so you can have total
transparency of my picks, wagers, and results.
Here are some of my accomplishments over the years:
-In the 1990's, I was the largest sports bettor in Nevada, and possibly in
all of the United States.
-Many sportsbooks in Nevada have placed severe limits on the amount
of maximum action they'll take from my wagers.
-Over my lifetime, I have wagered between $500 Million to over a
billion dollars on sports – a figure that would be in the multiple billions
if the sportsbooks didn’t cut me off.
-I'm established by IQ tests as a number and pattern-recognition
genius.
-My initial big wins were at Bally’s sportsbook where I took them for
over $120,000 in one winning streak. Here I was just getting started,
and Bally’s sportsbook told me that I had wrecked their profits for the
entire year in baseball.

-I tried to go into Caesar’s many times during off-peak hours hoping to
sneak in my Round Robin bets at higher limits, but that only lasted for
so long. Caesar’s eventually told me how everyone’s phones were
ringing about me, and they had decided to cut me back to a total of
$1,000 on the round robin tickets whereas I was previously taking them
for a $1,000 a way. And when I went to play at other smaller casinos,
they flatly refused my action.
-I finally found the Mirage sportsbook where they were willing to take
my high limit bets. Here, I won my first million dollars from betting on
sports in my 20’s.

-Stories of my winnings made the Las Vegas newspapers, and the
Mirage was running marketing campaigns with copies of my winning
tickets. The Mirage would let me accelerate to as much as $20,000 per

parlay on round robins. I hit many round robins that paid over $500,000
a ticket:

-I successfully turned a $1,000 bankroll into tens of millions from sports
betting
-I wagered millions of dollars on sports in a typical weekend. It wasn’t
unusual for me to win a million dollars a weekend back in the 1990’s
when I wasn’t limited by the sportsbooks. In fact, I remember times
when I would feel disappointed when I only won $200,000 in a day,
especially if some key bets didn’t come in.
-I’ve successfully turned $500 into $630,000 within hours of betting.
The tail end of this run was documented in the Las Vegas Review
Journal:

Just days later, I ran that into over a million dollars

-In one of my most memorable winning streaks in the early 2000’s, I
turned my $50,000 bankroll into $4 Million over a span of 4 days at
Pinnacle. I put on the brakes at this point because I wasn’t sure how I
was going to get paid. Pinnacle ended up sending a delivery man to
drop off a million dollars in cash inside an air conditioner box right to
my address.
-In my next big opportunity to wager at high limits in the later 2000’s at
a Las Vegas sportsbook, I won around another $1.2 Million.
Now, I want to share my sports picks to help others around the world
make money as well doing the same as what I’ve done for the last
several decades.
You can find more information about me on my website:
http://www.TheWhalePicks.com
Cheers,
-The Sports Betting Whale

The Early Years
I have been watching sports and handicapping against the spread since
I was 13 years old. Before I became 21 years of age, I would form
opinions and offer them to adults who would place the wagers
themselves. I did not bet my money until I was legally able to.
Once I was 21, I started wagering in the Las Vegas sports books initially
with mixed results. After a few months of winning and losing with small
amounts, I started to develop more advanced theories for handicapping
sporting events. I remember going to the Gambler’s Book Store in
downtown Las Vegas in the 1970’s and buying as many books as I could
that showed five years of past results. This was a time period well
before the days of computers and Internet.
With past results of sports in hand, I could now test my theories to see
which ones had a long term winning trend against the lines. Most of the
theories showed marginal win/loss percentages, but I started to find
some that were consistently over 55%.
I also started to look at how teams do during winning and losing streaks
to determine if it was profitable to ride the current trends one way or
another. I soon realized there was a great deal of money to be made in
sports betting if I could develop a money management system that
allowed me to accelerate quickly during hot streaks and limit my
downside on cold streaks.
I experimented with all types of sports wagers including straight bets,
parlays, half times, teasers, totals, money line plays, and round robins.
Many times I lost my entire bankroll which was never much to start
with, and then I would hit a hot streak without any money left. These
times of emptying my bankroll taught me better money management
that to always keep me in action when the inevitable hot streaks hit.

Education
I had a somewhat normal education up until college. I was very good in
math and scored very high on national tests with anything to do with
math or logic. My ACT scores were in the low 90’s percentiles overall
and upper 90’s in math and story comprehension. I remember taking
some IQ tests that showed I was in the top 1% in pattern recognition.
When I was 13-15, I was the best table tennis player in the state and
one of the best in the United States for my age. I also was on the varsity
teams in tennis and golf as a freshman. I remember being the smallest
and youngest person at my high school to have a letterman’s jacket.
That was interesting.
The competitive sports taught me was the emotions of sports. I could
see how the energy and motivation energy levels I was playing at had a
huge impact on my performances. If I was playing someone the best of
three games and I won big in game one, I would not have the same
intensity in game two unless I had something to prove to that
opponent. If I lost game one, I would focus at my highest level. If I had
lost to them in another tournament previously, I would be at the top of
my game when we played again.
When I played in the tennis and golf tournaments the emotion was
different. I was good at tennis and golf, but not comparatively excellent
like I was in table tennis. I did not have the confidence in these sports
as I did in table tennis. With the lower overall confidence in my abilities
in tennis and golf, I would often underperform due to a lack of
confidence. I could get into slumps with very low energy and would not
bounce back after a poor performance. All of these experiences helped
me to become a better sports handicapper.
After high school, I entered college. I received a Bachelors of Science
degree with 152 credit hours in three years. Some semesters I took 35

units which I had to work around the universities’ maximum credit
rules. My degree major was in accounting which I could not stand. I
went along with what my parents wanted, but I was bored to tears in
accounting. The classes I liked and excelled the most in were finance
and economics.
I went to a top finance university in Texas one year and had a wellknown professor. He had told the class that no one in his teaching
history had ever earned a 100% on the final and answered all of the 5
bonus questions correctly. To answer the bonus questions accurately,
the students would have to read the Wall Street Journal and other
business/finance newspapers. I really enjoyed the class and challenged
myself to be the first student to ace the exam and the bonus questions.
When the professor announced the test results, he told the class that
someone had answered every question correctly on the exam and the
bonus questions. I wondered if it was me and it turned out it was. That
was fun.
After finishing my business degree, I went on to law school. My grades
were decent at school, mainly A’s in the non-accounting classes and B’s
and C’s in the accounting classes. It goes to show us that we should
focus on what we like and have a passion for. Fortunately, I received a
very high score on the LSAT (law school SAT’s). The LSAT tests the
students’ abilities to quickly read and comprehend information.
I was quickly bored at law school, so I left and went on to my life in the
gaming industry and later as an entrepreneur. Handicapping sports
events and building businesses have always been passions for me. I put
a lot of energy into both and have had some tremendous successes due
to my passion and energy for what I enjoy doing.

Beginning of My Career as an Auditor
and Analyst in the Casino Industry
When I was 23 years old, I was hired as an auditor and analyst at a Las
Vegas casino group. I was very familiar with all of the odds with the
casino games and realized that the only way to continually beat the
casino is in games where you are playing against other players, not the
house. These two games of skill are poker and sports betting. When
you play slots, blackjack, keno, roulette, craps, the big wheel, or any of
the other games in the casino, you are playing against house odds.
Blackjack can be the exception if you are a skilled card counter. Those
days are mainly over with the large shufflers, the fact that the casinos
cut half of the decks and the pit bosses are on to the counting practices
of altering the bets when the deck is rich with tens and aces.
Interestingly, even many casino workers don’t realize why the house
has an advantage in blackjack. It seems that the player has all of the
advantages including 3-2 on blackjack, the option to hit or stand,
splitting of cards, and the double down opportunities that the house
does not receive. So why then does the house win? It is very subtle. The
house wins because they win in instances where the player and dealer
tie. This tie occurs when the player and the dealer both bust. What
happens when the player busts? The house takes their money
immediately. The dealer does not wait for to see if they bust first. This
scenario makes for a very large house advantage. Think about how
many times the player and the dealer both bust. All of those hands go
to the house to create an average advantage of 2 hands per hour.
The casino wins an average of two hands per hour played and, 17% of
what you start with when you sit at the table. The average slots win 5%
on most machines (that is each time you pull the handle or push a

button). Other games average a healthy win for the casinos. They will
give you complimentary food, hotel rooms, services, etc. based on your
play. Typically, you will receive 5-10% of the theoretical loss given back
to you in comps when you play. Everything is automated now, so it is
down to a science.
In the 1980’s when I was working as an analyst for a large casino group,
the gaming industry was not yet computerized. I was the first
operations analyst hired by this major casino group. Here was when I
noticed that the frequent flyer clubs were taking off with the airline
industry. I would go on to implement the first slots rewards club at our
casino group. Slot rewards clubs soon became an industry standard,
thanks in part to my effort of popularizing this incentive.
I also used my math skills to make some multi-million-dollar increases
in slot wins by changing the metrics for analyzing slot machine
performance. Before my study, the popular metrics was to report on a
win per day per machine. By changing the success to looking more at
machine utilization, our group increased overall slot win by millions of
dollars per year.
I worked with the sportsbooks as well and made many suggestions to
increase the overall win for the house. Back then, the books were
excessively paranoid about receiving a lopsided amount of wagers on
the sides of any particular game. This led to them being prone to
moving the lines quickly when they received large-sized bets. As a
result, the sportsbooks created situations for themselves where they
were getting middled too often, thus losing to almost all bettors in
scenarios where the final score settled in the middle of the lines.
Here is an example: In football, the line opens up for the favorite -2.5
points. The bettors go hard on the favorite, and the sportsbook moves
it to -3.5 in which the money comes on the dog. If the game lands at 3,
they lose to the favorite bettors at -2.5 and the dog bettors at +3. I

made the argument that they have to be very careful to avoid the
middle on key numbers like 3 and 7.
With sports and poker, the house is looking to rake the vigorish from
the action between the players. It is much cleaner with poker, where
the house has no exposure to loss. They simply take a percentage of the
pots as a fee. With sports, it is much more complicated. The house
wants to find the spreads and odds that even out the bets amongst the
players. When a player makes a straight up bet, they have to lay 11
dollars to win 10. The house keeps the full amount on the losing bets
and pays only the 10 on plus the 11 bet on the winning bets. The
amount they keep for booking the bets is called the vigorish.
When a player places a parlay or teaser bet, the payout has built in
odds for the house. For example, on a two team parlay the house pays
2.6 to 1 plus your money back. The odds of hitting two in a row in an
even situation is 4-1, so you can see when they pay you a total of 3.6-1,
they are making 10% on that parlay. The same is true with the returns
on the three-teamer where the odds are 8-1, and the player receives 61 plus their money back.
Where the bookmakers get the players are on four teamers. The true
odds are 16-1 of hitting four in a row of even bets, but the house only
pays you 10-1 plus your one back for a total of 11. Four teamers in
football and basketball are huge winners for the house. This large win
percentage on four teamers has held true for bookmakers for as long as
I have been wagering. It is a sucker bet to take a four teamer if the odds
are all -110.
With baseball, the odds are different than the standard -110 as is
common with basketball and football. These differing odds allow the
players to create four team parlays that are fairer.

Now that you know a little bit about my history as a casino analyst and
how the odds work in the casino, I will transition to my history in
betting on sports.
I was ready to test my new handicapping and money management
systems on a full-time basis once I was 23 years old. This is the story of
the Sports Betting Whale.

The First Big Wins
Even though I had won tens of thousands of dollars at times before I
turned 23, I had not embarked on any serious winning runs in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Before turning 23, I was happy to win
and spend the ten or twenty thousand dollars I accumulated with my
picks.
Once I turned 23, married, and with a child on the way, I decided to see
if I could extend the winnings into the hundreds of thousands of dollars
while taking some winnings back as I go.
My first hot streak that progressed into the thousands of dollars was in
baseball. I started with $1,000 and took round robins of 3s and a 4 for
$60 a way for a total of $300. These typically pay back around 8-9 to 1
depending on the odds of the games. If I hit three right, I made some
money, but the key was to hit all 4. With $300 at play, I would win back
$2400 to $2700 on average.
I had a regular job at the time and could afford to be aggressive. If I
only had a $1,000 available over a period, I would have started with
lower amounts. My goal was to get up and to quickly return at least
twice what I started with and once on house money, go for it.
I started playing at Caesars and Bally’s in the mid-1980’s. I remember
getting hot and hitting back to back roundies with a progression which
took me from my starting bankroll of $1,000 to over $8,000. I took
$2,000 back and gave it to my wife and told her I was going to go for it
with the $6,000 which she had no problem with since we were already
up with what we put aside.
Soon, I was up $30,000 from my Round Robin wagers within a week. I
always feel better being aggressive after winning and putting more
away. This time, I gave my wife $10,000 and started my Round Robins

at $1,000 a way for a total of $5,000. These paid back an average of
$7,000 if 3 of 4 hit and $40,000 to $45,000 when all four teams, five
parlays hit. I ended up winning over $200,000 from Caesars and Bally's
in the first month. After my run continued into month #2, both Bally’s
and Caesars started to limit the amounts I could wager on my Round
Robins.
Here I was just getting started, and Bally’s sportsbook told me that I
had wrecked their profits for the entire year in baseball. I tried to go
into Caesar’s many times during off-peak hours hoping to sneak in my
Round Robin bets at higher limits, but that only lasted for so long.
Caesar’s eventually told me how everyone’s phones were ringing about
me, and they had decided to cut me back to a total of $1,000 on the
round robin tickets whereas I was previously taking them for a $1,000 a
way. And when I went to play at other smaller casinos, they flatly
refused my action.
My system works best when I can progress when I am hot. So at this
point I took my profits, started a business, and made a downpayment
on a house.
In the late 1980’s I moved the family out of Nevada to work on business
opportunities. I flew back to Las Vegas a few times a year and typically
won money before being limited again. I tried using local bookies a few
times, and none of them paid me when I went on a run.

Winning Millions of Dollars at the
Mirage Sportsbook in the 1990’s
In 1993, my family moved back to Las Vegas. The Mirage Hotel and
Casino had opened while I was gone. The Mirage was the largest and

most expensive hotel in the world at the time. Steve Wynn built the
resort using the junk bond king Michael Milkin’s financing help to the
tune of $525 million. It was the biggest risk anyone had ever taken in
the gaming industry, and the Mirage wanted to attract the “whales” to
help pay for the investment. Whales are the biggest bettors in the
world, putting up and playing millions of dollars per trip.
Steve Wynn also owned the Golden Nugget at the time and was known
for wanting the big action on his tables and in his sportsbooks. Many
players for the big casino table games were interested in betting large
amounts in the sportsbooks as well, and so it was important to
accommodate their wishes in order to keep and attract the whales. All
of these factors worked in my favor at the Mirage in the 1990’s because
it opened the doors for me to make massive-sized wagers where I had
previously been turned down by other Las Vegas sportsbooks.
When I started wagering on sports again in 1993, I went to my typical
places and started with low thousands of dollars as a bankroll. I
remember experiencing the same reaction from the casinos I went to
from before, and my round robins were quickly limited. I could bet big
on straight bets if I wanted, but the casinos did not want the exposure
of quick and big losses on the round robins.
It’s noteworthy that the sportsbooks have a strong desire to even out
the betting or take parlays from the general public to maintain
consistent winnings. Sports book directors do not want to have to
explain to their bosses why the sportsbook took a big loss.
So when I went on one of my patented runs again using the progressive
round robin system at the usual casinos, I was severely limited again on
the round robins. At some places, they completely refused to take all of
my action on round robins.
On one fateful day at Caesars Palace, one of the sports book writers
asked me why I had not gone over to the Mirage to bet sports. He told

me they would take any action I wanted over there. So my brother and
I went over to the Mirage to take some round robins. The first one I
took was for $1,000 a way which they took without batting an eye. The
first ticket paid around $34,000. It seemed like no big deal to them, so
later I went up to a ticket writer and asked: “What are your limits on
parlays and round robins?”
He completely misunderstood me, thinking I had asked what was the
minimum limit, and thus replied “$5 a parlay.” To that, I asked: “No,
what are the upper limits?” To my surprise, the ticket writer said
whatever I wanted on the high side. I asked what that meant, and he
said: “I’ve never seen us refuse a bet.”
That was exciting to hear, but I thought that it was too good to be true
when I went on one of my runs on the round robin system. The next
bet I remember very well because of what happened when I cashed it.
The round robin paid just over $94,000. My brother and I went up to
the window to cash it. The lady on the other side of the counter was a
little long in the tooth and not attractive, to say the least. When I gave
her the ticket, she put it in the system and did not react. I expected her
to call for supervisors and to have to wait for ten minutes to get paid.
Often the sportsbook would have to get a lot of cash from the main
cage in order to pay out on a big ticket.
The cashier instead calmly replied with “cash or chips?” I asked her if
she had $94,000 in cash and she said yes. I thought I died and went to
Heaven. I later told my brother she was the most beautiful women I
had ever seen.

Here was a ticket I cashed out for $154,094.90
It turns out that the Mirage was by far the highest volume sports book
in the world at the time. The Internet was just starting to get popular,
and so there were not any online sportsbooks at the time.
I continued to progress and quickly won over $300,000. After hitting
some more tickets, I met the sports book managers. They liked the
action at first and thought I would fade out like most other bettors do
that get hot. Instead, my streak continued, and I was betting on
average over a hundred thousand dollars a day on round robins, half
time bets, and some straight bets. This daily action made me the largest
bettor at the book overall. Some people bet more per game than I did,
but no one was betting as much volume like me. My total volume of

bets in the mid 1990’s was easily in the tens of millions again all off an
initial $1,000 starting amount.
It did not take long before I received the attention of the main bosses
at the Mirage. The Mirage assigned me a casino host, and I was living
large. My casino host informed me that if I were going to be able to
maintain the high limits on round robins and half times at the
sportsbook, I would need to start playing in the casino as well. This way,
I would be like the other casino whales that were afforded the very
high limits in the sportsbook.
So I mainly played blackjack. I played with many celebrities and sports
stars such as Michael Jordan. The who’s who of Hollywood and the
sports world were often at the Mirage. It was the place to be, and the
rich were very well taken care of. I also met with Steve Wynn on many
occasions and was surprised at first that he knew who I was. He told me
he was impressed at my winnings and wondered if I made my own
selections or had help. I told him that they were all my selections. He
was even more impressed.
After a while, my sports play would make the local newspapers, and the
Mirage was running marketing campaigns with copies of my winning
tickets. The Mirage would let me accelerate to as much as $20,000 a
way on round robins. I hit many round robins that paid over $500,000 a
ticket.
Back when Shadow Creek was an invitation-only golf course for
celebrities, athletes, and high rollers, I was routinely invited to play at
the course given his status as one of the biggest Whales at the Mirage.
Stories of my sports betting success continued spreading like wildfire
through town, and eventually to the ears of Steven Wynn.
I would finally come face-to-face with Steve Wynn when walking down
the fairway at the Shadow Creek golf course. Steve Wynn recognized
me immediately and asked:

Steve Wynn: "You are "[my name]! I've heard about you and your
success. Who gives you your picks?"
To Steve Wynn's surprise, I revealed that I don’t follow any sports
handicappers:
Me: "I actually pick all of my games myself"
Steve Wynn: "Wow, that's very impressive. I've never heard of that
before!”
The difference between me and other high rollers is that while others
usually gamble for the entertainment, I do it for the profits. When I was
allowed to accelerate to maximum limits when betting on sports in the
90's, I had so much winnings on my hands, it was tough to know where
to store them all.
Closets in my home were routinely storing hundred-thousand-dollar
casino chips. My jean pockets were sometimes carrying around over a
million dollars in chips and cash. Oftentimes, I didn't know what to do
with all of my winnings. I ended up giving millions away to friends,
family, and others in ,my circle over the years.
In the mid-1990’s I was most likely the largest sports bettor in Nevada
and possibly even the world – and I did it all from an original bankroll of
$1,000.

I cashed out $560,000 in one single bet
Interestingly, this wasn't even close to some of my biggest wins. Some
other tickets have paid out to me for $700,000 or $800,000 and more.
The Mirage sportsbook used my betting tickets to run ads for their
casino to get people to more excited to wager large amounts at their
sportsbooks.
It was not unusual for me to win a million dollars in a weekend from
betting on sports. In fact, I remember times when I would feel
disappointed when I only won $200,000 in a day, as some key bets did
not come in.

There were even some days where I won a million dollars and didn't
even feel much emotions because I had become so used to the feeling
that it almost became numb.
One of the most memorable stories that made the newspaper involved
the 1995 Rose Bowl between undefeated Penn State and Oregon.
The story begins with me in the luxury suite upstairs at the Mirage with
my then-wife and children. I had $150,000 in sports and casino chips in
the room. My children were very young at the time, and did not know
about the value of my casino chips. They played with these chips by
putting them down the vents, thus costing me fortunes. When my wife
saw what they were doing, she locked all of the money and chips in the
hotel’s safe.
My wife at the time and I did not always get along very well, and so an
argument that ensued an hour before the Colorado and Notre Dame
and Penn State and Oregon games were going to kick off was very illtimed. I wanted to wager a huge amount of money on the games, but
she refused to open the safe to give me the chips. Frustrated, I left with
$500 in cash in my pocket and decided to drive home.
On the way out of the casino, I decided to bet the $500 on one hand of
blackjack. Back then you could bet the cash and they would leave it out
on the table. Nowadays they grab the money and give you chips. I
played the $500 and won. I let it ride and didn’t take the $500 back
until I was up over $10,000. I started playing $5,000 a hand on two
hands and ended up $175,000. When my host came by and asked the
pit boss how much I was in for, the pit boss said nothing since I had
taken my original $500 cash back.
With the $175,000 winnings, I went to the book and took a two team
parlay of Penn State and Colorado. Colorado was first playing Notre
Dame in the Fiesta Bowl. They won easily 41-21. The next game was the
Penn State/Oregon Rose Bowl for all of the marbles. I was laying 17 ½

points. Penn State was an excellent team that year. The halftime score
was 14-7 Penn State which did not make me too happy. We outscored
them 14-7 in the third period to take a 28-14 lead. Then the fun began.
With 4:24 to go in the game, Penn State scored to go up by 24 points.
All we needed to do was keep Oregon from scoring a touchdown, and
we win. We played no defense and Oregon scored a touchdown with
2:44 to go in the game to make it 38-20 with the extra point pending.
The Oregon placekicker was very good and rarely missed easy field
goals let alone extra points, and there was no way Penn State would
score again, so all of this was for nothing.
My brother and I are watching the game and see that the Oregon coach
calls for his team to go for two instead of kicking the extra point. We
had a chance. The Oregon QB throws a perfect pass to his receiver
angling at the goal line, and the receiver and defender were knocked
out of bounds right at the goal line. It looks like he made it over the line
to my brother and me. But in the game, the players hit the ref,
disallowing him from getting a good look. He looked around to the
other refs to no avail, began to raise his hands for a score, but on the
last second waived it off. No good! Thank God there was no instant
replay back then. The ticket paid over $600,000. Within just hours, I
had taken $500 in cash and turned it into $630,000. That was one of
the most unusual and exciting several hours in the casino I had ever
experienced. Days later, I took this $630,000 and turned it into over $1
Million dollars.

I took $500 and ran it up to $630,000 in one day. A few days later, that
turned into over $1 Million.
This run lasted until 1996-1997. I had some huge wins and some cold
streaks that wiped out over half of my bankroll, but I was always
playing with house money. In 1997, the Mirage sports book made some
management changes, and I moved to Florida with my family.
My sports and casino betting at the Mirage is unlikely to ever repeated
in Las Vegas again. It certainly has not happened then to the best of my
knowledge. That’s because nowadays, the sports books are afraid to let
anyone run up the action on the round robin plays once they get hot.

Winning $4 Million at Pinnacle Sports
In late 2006, a friend of mine introduced me to Pinnacle Sports. He had
a high limit account with them. He knew of my history of winning
millions of dollars using my round robin and half time systems. He
loaded a new account with $50,000 and asked me to go for it. I sure
did.
I started out with some round robins for a total of $10,000 each. The
first two hit and the account were up to over $200,000 right away.
Next, I wagered a series of halftimes at $20,000 to $25,000 each which
all hit. I was off to a fast start. I was amazed at how much I could bet
and then turn around and take the same bets again without moving the
line much or at all. I remember being able to get $200,000 down on a
series of halftime bets and $25,000 a way on round robins if I placed
them multiple times.
It turns out that Pinnacle was one of the largest sportsbooks in the
world booking billions of dollars a year. The word is they were booking
more than the whole state of Nevada combined. It makes sense when
you realize they were taking action all over the world.
The mid-2000’s run I had at Pinnacle was the hottest run I remember. I
won 92 of 100 bets over a four-day period, growing the account from
$50,000 to over $4 million in 4 days. Many of the bets were on the
same teams or combinations, but I still won an extremely high
percentage of my selections.
After winning millions of dollars betting on Pinnacle over a 4-day
period, I gave access to my betting account to my friends to let them
wager with my winnings for fun. They ended up squandering hundreds
of thousands of dollars of those winnings.

Another Run at a Las Vegas Casino
After the Pinnacle run, I went looking to see where I could play
somewhat big amounts and progress in Las Vegas. One of the major
casinos allowed me to place decent size sports bets if I played in the
casino. So in order to play big at their sportsbook, I had to play cards,
high limit slots, and craps at their tables. I played enough to qualify as a
casino player worthy of high limits in the sportsbook.
The sportsbook managers did not know my history and I came in from
the casino management side, so I was good to play $10,000 on major
half times and $4,000 a way on round robins. They did not let me
progress on the round robins, or I would have won much more, but
after less than a year of playing, I won $800,000 on half time bets and
close to a million on round robins.
After the wins, I was limited back to $1,000 a way on round robins and
$3,000 to $5,000 on halftime bets. At these low limits, it was not worth
all of the casino wagering I had to do just to maintain those lower
limits, so I stopped.

Since Then
Since my big winning days at the Las Vegas casinos and Pinnacle Sports
while it was still open to me, my friends and I have taken relatively
small amounts of money ($1,000) and run it up to over $100,000 by
going to multiple sportsbooks over a few week period. I have lost the
$1,000 seed bankroll probably 30-40 times and won back $400,000+ on
the runs over the last years of playing.
In addition to the successful sports handicapping career, I have had
several large successes with businesses I have started. Everything has
not always worked out as planned with the businesses, but when you
start as many as I have, things will go well sometimes and not so well
other times. A lot has to do with the timing of the economy and the
markets.
With sports handicapping, the macro events of the economy and
markets do not impact team results and patterns, so I find sports
betting to be more reliable as a way to take a small amount of money
and turn it into a large amount. Businesses can have huge upside as
well if you are right on the businesses you launch, but often require a
much larger risk of capital.
In 2017, for the first time ever, I was persuaded to offer my winning
plays, systems, and money management programs to the public. It is
very gratifying to help others and I take the challenge and opportunity
very seriously. I tend to be more concerned for the audience taking the
plays then I am for my own.
Unlike many other handicappers that offer their selections to the
public, I put my money where my mouth is and take the same plays
myself. I know how things end up in the long run so I don’t sweat the
day to day results much myself. But I have been doing so for the players

following me. That pressure negatively impacted me at first, but now I
have adjusted and am consistently winning for the players as I am for
myself.
I truly care about people and look forward to helping people to enjoy
more financial freedom in the future through the Whale Sports
program.

How the Round Robin System Works
Round robin bets are essentially a betting strategy where you'll make
multiple parlays in a group of wagers. This is how I was able to take
$1,000 and turned it into tens of millions until the sportsbooks decided
to cut me off.
Let's take a look at my picks on February 7, 2017 for a closer
examination. On this day, I released the following picks:
Group 1: Round Robin by 2's and 3's:
Bet #702: UNDER on Charlotte
Bet #704: UNDER on Houston
Bet #705: Portland on the point spread
Group 2: Round Robin by 3's:
Bet #707: OVER on Alabama
Bet #713: Florida on the point spread
Bet #727: Rhode Island on the point spread
Bet #738: OVER on Clemson
In group 1, Round Robin by 2's and 3's means that you will make all
possible 2-team and 3-team parlay combinations in that group.
Therefore, the different combinations of 2-team and 3-team parlays in
this group are:
Parlay #1 between Bets 702 and 704
Parlay #2 between Bets 702 and 705
Parlay #3 between Bets 704 and 705
Parlay #4 between Bets 702 and 704 and 705
In group 2, Round Robin by 3's means that you will make all possible 3team parlay combinations in that group. Therefore, the different
combinations of 3-team parlays in this group are:

Parlay #5 between Bets 707 and 713 and 727
Parlay #6 between Bets 707 and 727 and 738
Parlay #7 between Bets 707 and 713 and 738
Parlay #8 between Bets 713 and 727 and 738
For any of the parlay bets to win, ALL the bets in that parlay must win.
For example in Parlay #5, if bet 707 and 713 won but bet 727 lost, then
the entire parlay bet is lost. In parlay betting, you must win every single
bet in the parlay in order for the bet to win. When you do win,
however, the payoff is tremendous. Winning a 2-team parlay gives back
$2.6 in profit for every $1 you risk. Winning a 3-team parlay gives back
$6 in profit for every $1 you risk.
The results of these picks on this day were:

Bet ID Bet Result 707 Alabama Over 129 WON
713 Florida -4.5 WON 727 Rhode Island -5 WON
738 Clemson Over 143.5 WON
702 Charlotte Under 219.5 WON
704 Houston Under 224.5 Lost
705 Portland -3 Lost
Parlay #1 between Bets 702+704. Result: -1 unit
Parlay #2 between Bets 702+705. Result: -1 unit
Parlay #3 between Bets 704+705. Result: -1 unit
Parlay #4 between Bets 702+704+705. Result: -1 unit
Parlay #5 between Bets 707+713+727. Result: +6 units
Parlay #6 between Bets 707+727+738. Result: +6 units
Parlay #7 between Bets 707+713+738. Result: +6 units
Parlay #8 between Bets 713+727+738. Result: +6 units
Overall total: 6+6+6+6-1-1-1-1= +20 units in one single day!

Now, it's important to grasp that when you follow along with my Round
Robin picks, expect to have many losing days. Expect losing a Round
Robin to be the norm because to profit from one, you'd need to win a
75% majority in the bets from the group. But just like me, you cannot
let these small losses bother you.
Think like a poker player: Elite poker players don't flinch a muscle when
they fold a bad hand. The world's greatest poker players fold on a
majority of their hands. Losing is the expected norm for them, but they
don't see folding as losses. To them, folding is a way of setting up the
table to win the big pot.
The poker elites don't break a sweat off the small strings of losses. But
what makes world-class poker players so remarkable is their ability to
ruthlessly strike with wild abandon as soon as the iron is hot. Once a
great poker player is dealt an opportunistic hand, he can completely
take over a table, devastate his opponents, and win the entire pot hand
over fist!
That's the kind of terrifying power I wield over the sportsbooks. I'm
known to go on a string of losing days - just like setting up a poker table
- then all of a sudden - WHAM - I'd hit 7 out of 10 Round Robins and
catapult the multiplier effect to turn a bankroll from scratch to
hundreds of thousands or more.
So I don't sweat the small losses, and you should not either. When a
Round Robin group fails to win, it's as if I've just folded a bad hand in
poker. I'm simply riding a wave so that he can finally catch a streak.
Each sports season, I typically go on at least 2-3 major runs as streaks
begin to occur when teams fall into certain patterns throughout the
year. I would lock into the patterns and ride on the wave to pillage the
sportsbooks in cold blood.
Below is a typical pattern that occurs with this system.

I'll use a base bet of $1,000 as an example. For simplicity's sake, let's
consider that a unit is one Round Robin group of four teams. You will
adjust to whatever your base amounts are which should be no more
than 1% of your bankroll per parlay. In an average week, there are 15
Round Robins of 3-team parlays.
Cold week (no streak patterns): If I am cold (no clear patterns), I will
maybe win 1 group of 4 and three times hit 3 of 4 and lose 11 Round
Robins. That would create a loss of 11 losers minus plus 6 on the one
winner and plus 2 on the three 3 out of 4's for a total loss of 3 units.
Hot week (streak pattern): If I am on a streak, I will accelerate my bet
amounts with the winnings. I usually will take 33% of my payout on a
Round Robin and put it on the next one until I cool off. Example:
I win 4 out of 4 on a Round Robin with a total bet of $1,000. It pays
back $7,000. I will put $2,300 on the next few Round Robins. If one hits,
it will pay back $16,100. I will then take $5,300 on the next few Round
Robins. If one hits, it will pay back $16,100. I will then take $5,300 on
the next few Round Robins. If one hits, it will pay back $37,100. I will
then put $12,243 on the next few Round Robins. Those pay $85,701.
Depending on how much I can get down on the Round Robins I will
continue with a smaller percentage of the bankroll (15%-20% of
bankroll) per Round Robin until I lose three in a row, and then I go back
to the base bet. In this case, if I stopped the streak at $85,701 and lose
three in a row, I will end up with an average of $40,000 to $45,000
profit off the streak.
Often a streak continues into the hundreds of thousands of dollars
before it stops. You will always end up keeping approximately half of
the high amount you won on the streak. When I hit a streak for over a
million dollars, I would end up pocketing $500,000 and then go back to
the base bet.

Give it a try with base bets that you can lose up to 15 net Round Robins
on (the equivalent of 60 parlays), and then use the one-third of payout
approach after you hit. You can end up more ahead on this approach
than anything you may have ever used or seen before - and it's a lot of
fun!
Historically, if bettors were to mirror my action by betting along on my
picks, they'd have averaged at least 2-3 of these major runs per sports
season on their way to immense profits.
The round robin system uses a low investment – high return
progressive system. We are taking an affordable amount to put into a
pool, an amount low enough so that if we lose the whole amount, it
won’t hurt much.
We then bet a fixed percentage of the bankroll every day on the round
robin selections until we win one. Once we win one, we progress by
accelerating our betting amounts until we hit the limits that the
sportsbook allows. If we need some money to live on, we take back
money as we go. I recommend you take back the seed money as soon
as you can so you are playing with house money.
During a hot streak, we will see as much as a 50-100 to 1 return on your
investment. During a bad streak, we may lose the entire seed
investment and have to replenish. Once we hit one 5 or more days of
hitting round robins, we will win the seed money for a few years. It is a
great system and so fun when it gets on a roll.
The key is patience. As with anything in life, things don’t always go as
they should. We will hit runs of bad luck, but usually will be on the right
side of most games. When we get hot, we will even win most of the
close games. That is the cycle of the patterns I run in. The patterns
always repeat themselves, we just don’t always know when.

The Whale’s “Acceleration” Bankroll
Multiplier System
The bankroll management system is separated into different categories
depending on the size of your bankroll and your level of risk tolerance.
Generally, conservative bettors should divide their bankrolls into a few
separate bankrolls to work with, and not bet until I start getting hot,
whereas aggressive bettors should always get in on the action.

The definition of a “unit”
Each unit is the equivalent of 1% of the day’s starting bankroll.
However, a unit cannot be lower than $5 for every $1,000 you have in
the bankroll. For example, if your day’s starting bankroll is $1,000, then
each 1 unit is the equivalent of $5 (that’s 1% of 1,000). However, if your
day’s starting bankroll is less than $1,000, then each 1 unit should still
be $5 because each unit cannot be lower than $5 for every $1,000 you
have.
If your day’s starting bankroll is $2,000, then that means you'll be
risking $10 per parlay. If your day’s starting bankroll is $10,000, then
risk $50 per unit. And so forth.
For conservative bettors, you generally want to start at 0 units per
parlay. This means that you should not bet. Once I win a Round Robin,
then you’ll want to start betting at 1 unit per parlay. If I win again, then
accelerate to 2 units per parlay on the next day. If I win again,
accelerate to 3 units per parlay on the next day, all the way to 4 units
per parlay at the maximum.

I am simply riding waves and looking to catch patterns that form. There
is a correlation between my winning days and losing days. When I win,
it means the patterns are likely forming and I can go on a hot streak to
jump up huge in profits in a very short period. This bankroll
management system is designed to capitalize on the hot streaks and
decelerate during the cold spells.
Refer to the charts below:

If your bankroll is under $1,000
For conservative bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units and
accelerates to 4 units.
For standard bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units and
accelerates to 4 units.
For aggressive bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit and
accelerates to 4 units.

If your bankroll is $1,000-$1,999
For conservative bettors: Divide your bankroll by 3 so you can afford to
fully replenish twice if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units
and accelerates to 4 units.
For standard bettors: Divide your bankroll by 2 so you can afford to
fully replenish once if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units
and accelerates to 4 units.

For aggressive bettors: Divide your bankroll by 2 so you can afford to
fully replenish once if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit
and accelerates to 4 units.

If your bankroll is $2,000-$4,999
For conservative bettors: Divide your bankroll by 2-3 so you can afford
to fully replenish a couple times if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk
of 0 units and accelerates to 4 units.
For standard bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units and
accelerates to 4 units.
For aggressive bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit and
accelerates to 4 units.

If your bankroll is $5,000+
For conservative bettors: Divide your bankroll by 4 so you can afford to
fully replenish 3 times if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 0 units
and accelerates to 4 units.
For standard bettors: Divide your bankroll by 4 so you can afford to
fully replenish 3 times if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit
and accelerates to 4 units.
For aggressive bettors: Divide your bankroll by 2 so you can afford to
fully replenish once if necessary. Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit
and accelerates to 4 units.

If your bankroll can be continually replenished:
For conservative bettors: Divide your bankroll by 3. Each parlay starts at
a risk of 1 unit and accelerates to 4 units.
For standard bettors: Divide your bankroll by 2. Each parlay starts at a
risk of 1 unit and accelerates to 4 units.
For aggressive bettors: Each parlay starts at a risk of 1 unit and
accelerates to 4 units.

Refer to the chart above to determine how much of your bankroll you
should risk on each parlay. Remember that your day’s starting bankroll
will change each day as you win or lose. This means that your actual risk
amount will fluctuate as well based on the fluctuation of your day’s
starting bankroll.
If one round robin wins 4/4, then you can accelerate and move on to
the next stage (for example, go from a risk of 1 unit per parlay to a risk
of 2 units per parlay).
If another Round Robin wins after, you can then accelerate to the next
level again (for example, 2 units per parlay goes to 3 units per parlay).
To make bankroll management easy for you, I will recommend to you
the percentage of your day’s starting bankroll you should wager per
parlay when the picks are sent out each day.

Want a more recent example of my success?
Here's How I Literally Turned $7,340 into $134,280.36 in Just 4 Days
from Betting on Sports in 2017.
On April 21, 2017, I took $7,340 and turned it into $23,337.55 for a profit of
+$15,997:

The next day on April 22, 2017, I pocketed $3,337.55, then used the
remaining $20,000 to bet. I turned this into $45,314.84 for a profit of
+$25,314.84 by the day's end:

The next day on April 23, 2017, I pocketed $12,314.84, then used the
remaining $33,000 to bet. I turned this into $88,898.98 for a profit of
+$55,898.98 by the day's end:

The next day on April 24, 2017, I pocketed $61,698.98, then used the
remaining $27,200 to bet. I turned this into $56,929.54 for a profit of
+$29,729.54 by the day's end!

You've just literally witnessed how in just 4 short days from April 21,
2017 to April 24, 2017, I took $7,340 and ran it up to $134,280.36!
What if YOU had wagered on the same exact picks that I did during this
run?How much money could YOU have won in just 4 days?

Here’s my $300,000+ winning streak in 2018
Here's a winning streak I went on in 2018 where I took a $26,000
starting base amount and turned it into over $326,000:
• On May 26th I wagered $26,000 and cashed out $54,282.98. See:

• On May 27th I wagered $56,300 and cashed out $38,977.65. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/5-27.jpg
• On May 28th I wagered $38,750 and cashed out $44,038.86. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/5-28.jpg
• On May 29th I wagered $25,450 and cashed out $45,117.93. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/5-29.jpg

• On May 30th I wagered $42,000 and cashed out $22,318.86. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/5-30.jpg
• On May 31st I wagered $26,900 and cashed out $42,982.98. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/5-31.jpg
• On June 1st I wagered $54,600 and cashed out $75,908.73. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-1.jpg
• On June 2nd I wagered $63,975 and cashed out $57,206.81. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-2.jpg
• On June 3rd I wagered $77,750 and cashed out $79,822.94. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-3.jpg
• On June 4th I wagered $35,775 and cashed out $68,895.19! See:

• On June 5th I wagered $79,410 and cashed out $67,167.82. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-5.jpg
• On June 6th I wagered $77,800 and cashed out $65,229.47. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-6.jpg
• On June 7th I wagered $52,850 and cashed out $120,200.59! See:

• On June 8th I wagered $71,175 and cashed out $97,715.20! See:

• On June 9th I wagered $99,440 and cashed out $192,646.35! See:

• On June 10th I wagered $48,235.75 and cashed out $6,500. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-10.jpg
• On June 11th I wagered $47,100 and cashed out $56,587.45. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-11.jpg
• On June 12th I wagered $71,100 and cashed out $71,756.25. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-12.jpg
• On June 13th I wagered $88,700 and cashed out $112,557.53!
See:

• On June 14th I wagered $88,850 and cashed out $99,967.76. See:
http://thewhalepicks.com/18tix/6-14.jpg
• On June 15th I wagered $139,000 and cashed out $191,957.79!
See:

Do the math: In just 3 weeks of betting on sports, I literally took
$26,000 and ran it up to $326,678.39!

Remember, I went on this winning streak of more than $300,000 from
starting off with just a $26,000 base amount. I didn't start off with
hundreds of thousands. I started on May 26th with just $26,000 on my

hands. That's it. Then just 21 days later, I had turned the $26,000 into
more than $326,000.
But what if you didn't have as much money as I did? What if you only
had $2,600 to start? You could have turned that into $30,000 just 3
weeks later. Wouldn't that change your life? That's money you could
use to buy a brand new car. Or downpayment toward your new home.
Even if you had just $260 on your hands 3 weeks ago, you could have
still turned that into over $3,000. That's money you could've used to
take care of your rent or mortgage. Wouldn't that make your life
easier?

Copy Me
Now that you understand exactly how I’ve made my millions over the
years from betting on sports, I want to invite you to join hands with me
and try it out for yourself.
I want to share all of my picks with you. The truth is, it's satisfying for
me to know that I can make a positive difference in people's lives. It’s
satisfying for me to know that I can make a positive difference in your
life.
“The Whale Picks” is my opportunity to finally make that difference.
So here's the deal. Sign up to "The Whale Picks" today, and you can
have me, one of the biggest and winningest sports bettors ever in
history, work for you and deliver to you all of my personal daily sports
picks every single day. These are the same kind of picks that have
helped catapulted me from a life filled with squeaks and groans to be
cranked up over a hundred miles an hour!

You Can Get All of My Picks Right Now At:
www.TheWhalePicks.com/go

